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Boredom and problematic Facebook use in adolescents: What is the 
relationship considering trait or state boredom? 
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A B S T R A C T   

Boredom is an unpleasant experience caused by the lack of being engaged in satisfying activities. It can be caused 
by external circumstances (state boredom, SB) or by individual determinants (trait boredom, TB). Although 
several studies have attested the impact of boredom on adolescents’ risk-taking behaviours, the relationships 
between boredom and problematic Facebook use (PFU), which has grown exponentially among adolescents, have 
not been deeply analysed to date. This study aimed at exploring a possible mechanism through which TB, PFU, 
and SB are related. We hypothesised and tested the mediating role of PFU in the relationship between TB and SB. 
Participants were 204 Italian adolescents (57% male, Mage = 17.13, SD = 1.61). Analyses showed a significant 
positive indirect effect of TB on SB through PFU that acted as a mediator. Specifically, individual sensitivity to 
boredom may enhance the likelihood that teenagers employ Facebook excessively and in addictive way; in turn, 
PFU may enhance adolescents’ situational experience of boredom. Although preliminary, findings indicate the 
need to further investigate the relationship between TB, PFU, and SB in youth.   

1. Introduction 

Boredom, characterised by unpleasant feelings, lack of motivation, 
and low physiological arousal, is widespread among young people 
(Biolcati et al., 2018). When boredom is the result of individual de-
terminants, it can be viewed as a personality characteristic (trait 
boredom, TB; Farmer & Sundberg, 1986) defined as the proneness to 
experience boredom in several situations. Alternatively, when boredom 
is experienced as a result of external circumstances, it is considered 
situation-dependent and conceptualised as the actual subjective expe-
rience of boredom in a given moment (state boredom, SB; Neu, 1998). 
Although with different phenomenologies and origins, there is a positive 
relationship between TB and SB as high levels of boredom susceptibility 
are related to a higher likelihood of experiencing momentary boredom 
(Mercer-Lynn et al., 2014). 

It is well-known that youth with high level of TB are more likely to 
engage in unhealthy behaviours related to substances, such as drug use 
(Weybright et al., 2015) and alcohol abuse (Biolcati et al., 2018), and 
also non-substance addictive behaviours, such as problematic Internet 
use (Chou et al., 2018), social network addiction (Bai et al., 2021), and 
problematic smartphone use (Hong et al., 2020). The majority of these 

studies considered the association of TB with at-risk behaviours. In 
detail, with Italian adolescents, Biolcati et al. (2018) found that youth 
with high boredom proneness more frequently consumed strong drinks 
and binge drank than non-bored adolescents. Considering adolescents 
with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, it has been shown that 
higher levels of TB were associated with a higher risk of Internet 
addiction; in particular, higher scores for lack of external stimulation 
were associated with a high tendency to engage in online gaming, 
whereas higher scores for lack of internal stimulation were associated 
with a low tendency to engage in online studying (Chou et al., 2018). 
Research also suggests that problematic use of social media positively 
predicts boredom susceptibility which, in turn, has a negative predictive 
effect on subjective wellbeing (Bai et al., 2021), and that autonomy need 
dissatisfaction affects problematic smartphone use through TB (Hong 
et al., 2020). 

Only one of these studies explored the mechanisms of the relation-
ship between boredom and unhealthy adolescent behaviours dis-
tinguishing between TB and SB. Specifically, using longitudinal data 
from South African adolescents, Weybright and colleagues (2015) found 
that the association between SB and substance use was even stronger for 
adolescents with high levels of TB. 
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Moreover, any evidence exists about its relationship with problem-
atic Facebook use (PFU). 

Among the social networking sites (SNSs), Facebook is the most 
commonly used (https://wearesocial.com/it/blog/2020/01/repo 
rt-digital-2020-i-dati-global), with adolescents spending from two to 
four hours a day on Facebook (e.g., Lai et al., 2018). The excessive use of 
Facebook can become problematic. Although different conceptualisa-
tions exist, PFU is defined as Facebook use (FU) that creates problems in 
users’ life, such as psychological, emotional, social, or school difficulties 
(Marino et al., 2018). Overall, the worldwide prevalence of PFU ranges 
between 2 and 10% in adolescents (Marino et al., 2018), with some 
studies showing higher prevalence rates (e.g., Mamun & Griffiths, 
2019). 

Following the above cited studies with adolescents (Bai et al., 2021; 
Biolcati et al., 2018; Chou et al., 2018; Hong et al., 2020; Weybright 
et al., 2015) and recent studies with adults indicating that boredom 
proneness is related to problematic smartphone use (Elhai et al., 2017), 
Internet control disorder (Brand et al., 2019; Wegmann et al., 2018), and 
to longer sessions on Facebook (Caci et al., 2014), we hypothesised that 
TB would be positively related to PFU in youth. 

We also predicted that PFU would be positively related to SB. Indeed, 
consistent with the fact that problematic social media use is associated 
with several adverse psychological effects (e.g., Brailovskaia et al., 
2019; Duradoni et al., 2020), it has been shown that PFU is related to a 
variety of impairments in psychological wellbeing, life satisfaction, so-
cial relationships, and school engagement in adolescents (e.g., Demirci 
et al., 2020). Marino and colleagues (2018) evidenced the potential risks 
of PFU for mental health in youth, finding a positive correlation with 
psychological distress and a negative correlation with wellbeing. Within 
the conceptualisation of psychological distress, an increasing number of 
studies also include SB (e.g., Chao et al., 2020; Tutzer et al., 2020), as it 
is associated with maladaptive states by reducing attention control and 
monitoring (Yakobi et al., 2021). Thus, it has been suggested that PFU 
can have a negative effect on adolescents’ negative affect (Kenney, 
2018). 

Taking together all the premises, this study was aimed at investi-
gating a possible mechanism through which TB, PFU, and SB are related. 
A simple mediation model was hypothesised and tested, predicting that 
a) TB would be positively related to PFU, in line with previous studies 
with adolescents regarding unhealthy behaviours (Bai et al., 2021; 
Biolcati et al., 2018; Chou et al., 2018; Hong et al., 2020; Weybright 
et al., 2015) and with adults concerning Facebook use (Caci et al., 2014); 
b) that PFU, in turn, would be positively associated with SB, consistent 
with the relationship between PFU and psychological distress (e.g., 
Demirci et al., 2020; Marino et al., 2018), among which high levels of SB 
can be considered (Chao et al., 2020; Tutzer et al., 2020); c) that PFU 
would be a mediator of the positive relationship between TB and SB 
(Mercer-Lynn et al., 2014), predicting that a high individual sensitivity 
to boredom may enhance the likelihood of employing Facebook exces-
sively and in addictive way and that, in turn, PFU may enhance ado-
lescents’ situational experience of boredom. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Participants and procedure 

Participants were 204 adolescents (57% male, Mage = 17.13, SD =
1.61) attending a public high school in Italy. A study protocol which 
explained the study’s aim and methodology was approved by the insti-
tutional review board of the school. The students received an informa-
tion sheet, which assured them that the data obtained would be handled 
confidentially and anonymously, and they were asked to give written 
informed assent. Parents of minors were required to provide consent. In 
each class, participants were divided into two random groups that filled 
out the protocol in counterbalanced order. Each participant individually 
completed the scales during class time under the supervision of trained 

research assistants. Answers were collected in a paper-and-pencil 
format. Data collection occurred in 2018 and it was completed in 
about 30 min. 

2.2. Measures 

Adolescents were asked to indicate how many hours per day and how 
many days per week they used Facebook; how often (never, few times, 
many times) they used the listed devices (computer, tablet, console, 
smartphone) to use Facebook; how often (never, few times, many times) 
they used Facebook in the places indicated (at home, at school, not in a 
specific place); and the reasons underlying their FU. 

The Bergen Facebook Addiction Scale (BFAS; Andreassen et al., 2012; 
Italian version: Soraci et al., 2020) contains six Likert-type items with a 
five-point scale ranging from 1 (very rarely) to 5 (very often) and related 
to the last year. A score of 3 or more in response to four items indicates 
PFU (Andreassen et al., 2012). This scale resulted to be adequate to 
measure PFU among Italian youth (Primi et al., 2021) (α = 0.71). 

The Short Boredom Proneness Scale (SBPS; Struk et al., 2015) contains 
eight Likert-type items rated on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 
(completely disagree) to 7 (totally agree) and related to their usual 
everyday life. As the SBPS has never been psychometrically analysed in 
adolescents, we preliminarily investigated its psychometric properties in 
this age group (see Supplementary Material). 

The Multidimensional State Boredom Scale – Short Form (MSBS-SF; 
Hunter et al., 2015) investigates the actual experience of boredom in a 
given moment, regardless of the context. Thus, adolescents were asked 
to respond by thinking to how they felt in the moment of the test 
administration at school. It has been adapted to Italian adolescents 
(Donati et al., 2019). It contains eight items evaluated on a seven-point 
Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) (α =
0.73). 

3. Results 

Ninety-three percent of adolescents used SNSs (n = 190), and 89% of 
them (n = 170) used Facebook, on which they spent on average 3 h a day 
(M = 3.28; SD = 3.9). The devices on which teenagers use Facebook 
were smartphones (99%), tablet (32%), computers (29%), and laptops 
(40%). They usually used Facebook at home (99%) and at school (83%), 
and motivated by spending time (95%), having fun (66%), maintaining 
relationships (43%), being in company (15%), and escaping from 
problems and worries (11%). Fifteen percent of adolescents met the 
criteria for PFU. Among those who used Facebook, one subject had more 
than 10% of missing values on the BFAS. We excluded this case (Kline, 
2010). The same criterion was adopted for the other scales (12 cases 
deleted at the SBPS, 15 at MSBS). For cases with less than 10% of missing 
values, these were replaced with the subject’s mean in that subscale. 
Thus, the subsequent analyses were conducted with participants having 
all the variable scores (n = 169). 

The BFAS total scores distribution was significantly different from 
the normal (Shapiro-Wilk test = 0.76, df = 164, p < .001). Thus, a log 
transformation was applied. Scores ranged from 0.78 to 1.41. 

Preliminarily, we analysed Pearson’s correlations among the vari-
ables, adjusting the level of significance by Bonferroni correction to 

Table 1 
Intercorrelations, means, and standard deviations of the study variables.  

Variables 1. 2. 3. 

1. Trait boredom  –   
2. Problematic Facebook use  0.23**  –  
3. State boredom  0.43**  0.25**  – 
M  18.61  0.91  28.47 
SD  6.31  0.14  9.01 

Notes: n = 169 ** p < .01. 
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0.017 (0.05/3). It was confirmed that TB was positively related to SB 
and PFU, which, was also linked to SB (Table 1). All the correlations 
were under the significance level after the Bonferroni correction. 

To further understand the mechanism underlying the relationship 
among these variables, we used the INDIRECT macro in SPSS (Hayes, 
2013), which tested the hypothesised mediation model using the boot-
strapping procedure (with 5000 bootstrap samples) to estimate the 95% 
CI (Preacher & Hayes, 2008). As shown in Fig. 1, the mediation model 
was estimated to derive the total, direct, and indirect effects of TB on SB, 
through PFU. We estimated the indirect effect of TB on SB, quantified as 
the product of the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression coefficient 
estimating PFU from TB (i.e. Path a in Fig. 1) and the OLS regression 
coefficient estimating SB from PFU controlling for TB (i.e. Path b in 
Fig. 1). A bias-corrected bootstrap 95% CI for the product of these paths 
that does not include zero provides evidence of a significant indirect 
effect (Hayes, 2013; Preacher & Hayes, 2008). The results showed a 
significant positive total effect of TB on SB (i.e. Path c in Fig. 1), a sig-
nificant positive direct effect of TB on SB (i.e. Path c’ in Fig. 1), and a 
significant positive indirect effect of TB on SB through PFU (point esti-
mate = 0.06, 95% CI [0.002, 0.131]). 

4. Discussion 

Although preliminarily, this is the first study to investigate TB, PFU, 
and SB in adolescents and, specifically, to provide empirical evidence 
that PFU can be considered as an intermediary variable in the rela-
tionship between TB and SB. In more detail, considering the different 
links included in the mediation model, this study shows that TB is 
positively associated with PFU. Thus, consistent with studies referring to 
other risky behaviours in adolescents (e.g., Bai et al., 2021; Biolcati 
et al., 2018; Chou et al., 2018; Hong et al., 2020; Weybright et al., 2015), 
boredom susceptibility can be considered as a risk factor for PFU in 
youth. This result is also consistent with the suggested hypothesis that 
boredom may function as a call to action (e.g., Danckert & Merrifield, 
2018; Elpidorou, 2018). Moreover, we found that both TB and PFU have 
significant and positive effects on SB. These relationships confirm that 
also in adolescents high levels of TB predispose to higher susceptibility 
to SB (Mercer-Lynn et al., 2014) and suggest that PFU has an impact on 
adolescents’ negative affect, as previously suggested (Kenney, 2018). 
This result should be further analysed as this was a cross-sectional study 
with a relatively low sample size. However, it is in line with recent 
studies that show that problematic social media use longitudinally 
predicts negative states (Kil et al., 2021; Nowland et al., 2018). 

More importantly, we demonstrated that PFU mediates the rela-
tionship between TB and SB in adolescents; that is, higher levels of in-
dividual sensitivity to boredom may enhance the likelihood that 
adolescents employ Facebook excessively and in addictive way; in turn, 

PFU may enhance adolescents’ situational experience of boredom. This 
result can be profitably considered when planning educational in-
terventions with adolescents that need theoretical models to be planned 
and evaluated. Indeed, in a preventive perspective, we should consider 
that, among the reasons that motivate teenagers to use Facebook, there 
is also escaping from boredom (Lampe et al., 2008; Ryan et al., 2014). As 
Facebook provides plenty of different stimuli, it can be assumed that 
bored juveniles might consider Facebook as an ideal place to pass time 
and fight boredom. Moreover, the specific effect of PFU in increasing 
adolescents’ SB, controlling for TB, should be considered with attention 
as susceptibility to SB has negative effects on students’ cognition, 
motivation, performance, and learning (Pekrun et al., 2010), and 
experiencing SB during free time is associated with drug use (Weybright 
et al., 2015), Internet addiction (Lin et al., 2009), and SNS addiction 
(Stockdale & Coyne, 2020). 

Although preliminarily, this study opens up future and deeper in-
vestigations that should better analyse other potential mediation models 
involving TB, PFU, and SB, and by taking into account sex and age dif-
ferences. Finally, it would be also interesting to conduct experimental 
studies to investigate how TB is related to different types of Facebook 
engagement (for instance, passive or active forms of Facebook usage; 
Orosz et al., 2016), and by focusing on participants’ momentary SB and 
subsequent intention to risk-taking decisions/behaviours. 
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Fig. 1. Path coefficients for mediation analysis. Dotted line denotes the effect of TB on SB when PFU is not included as a mediator. a, b, c, and c′ are standardised 
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression coefficients. Note: *** p < .001 ** p < .01 * p < .05. 
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